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W I R E L E S S  S M A R T  H O M E



With the world’s first       switch that is a light itself.

innovation

After 135 years Qubino re-writes 
 the story of the light switch!  



be in  touch with the nature

rainbow oceannature
sunrise

LUXY LIGHTING EFFECTS

One of the buttons switches on the colour spectrum 
mode, starting the circulation of 16 million colours and 
reflecting the colours of the rainbow.

Another button activates the white LED light to full 
brightness on the Luxy Switch. The intensity of the white 
LED light can be controlled by holding the same button. 
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A Touch: 
 Turns ON/OFF  
the Luxy light 
 Touch & Hold: 
Dims the Luxy light  

A touch turns ON/OFF  
the light in your room, 
connected to the Luxy

A touch starts the
colour spectrum
of 16 mio shades
The following touch
stops at the colour
you wish

A touch starts a 
lighting effect
The following touch
switches between
lighting effects

A Touch:  
Turns ON/OFF the
white light on the Luxy
Touch & Hold: 
Dims the white 
 light on the Luxy
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shades 
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nature

shades 
of green

all spectrum 
of colors

rainbow

from bright yellow 
to orange-red

sunrise



IR panelWater heater FanLight

The Luxy Switch is equipped with a wire-
less smart home Z-Wave chip which 
allows you to control Luxy smart switch in 
your home remotely from an app on your 
smartphone. Lights can be turned ON or 
OFF even when we are not at home. 

Technology Technical quality
To control any installed ceiling light, Luxy 
smart switch has a powerful 10 ampers 
relay. Every single product must pass 30 
control points which means 100% cus-
tomer satisfaction. 

Integration ability
The Luxy Switch can be integrated into 
the Z-Wave network (Smart Home). When 
connected to the gateway (main unit) is 
able to communicate with other Z-Wave 
devices.Luxy smart switch is compatible 
with most worldwide smart home solu-
tions.

allows the user to control the light or any  
other device 



The design is studied in the way that it is 
almost invisible during the daylight.  As 
most walls are light colours, usually close 
to white, Luxy smart switch is also almost 
white. The combination of RGB LEDs and 
a glass frame makes a wonderful effect 
when it shines. 

For the first time, the design of a light 
switch is created in consideration of its 
own design, but especially of the effects 
this incredible smart switch gives you 
when it shines.

The frame, made of natural glass, not 
only gives the elegance and charm to 
the device, but also disperses light effects 
beautifully.

Luxy smart switch is designed to be 
installed according to valid standards for 
light switches. It is not only meant for new 
homes, but can also replace any existing 
previously installed standard light switch 
in any home.

Design quality

Material selectionOperability

Luxy Smart Switch

+

Light SmartphoneZ-Wave

design
1 product - 16 million possibilities,

Control it

the smallest and smartest piece of art for 
your home. 

With a touch
Set it to work 
automatically

With your 
smartphone

 Gateway



ecology
Its energy efficiency will help 
you  save energy and money. 

emits enough light to make main lighting 
sources basically unnecessary 

MADE IN

It emits enough light to make main lighting 
sources basically unnecessary in places 
such as hallways, bedrooms, bathrooms 
etc. Ceiling lights mostly use standard 
bulbs with high power consumption. As 
Luxy smart switch consumes less than 
1W, it guarantees incredible energy 
efficiency.

Luxy Smart Switch measures the energy 
consumption of the connected main 
light.

Every home use lots of light switches. 
Luxy smart switch does not mean an 
additional product. Installing Luxy 
smart switch instead of a standard light 
switch guarantees reduced energy 
consumption. Besides, our Luxy smart 
switch uses a recyclable glass frame.

The product is completely developed and 
manufactured in Europe with focus on 
top quality with the goal of a long ser-
vice life.

Energy efficiency Sustainability

Durability

POWER

85W

0,085kWh
CONSUMPTION

ONOF
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www.qubino.com


